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SOME REMARKS ON FINITE p-GROUPS
This paper contains some results concerning finite p-groups. We investigate p-groupa of the property W introduced by J.Ambrosiewicz in [2], We give some* results on p-groups of order and p-groups of exponent pP. We start with the definition of the property W for p-groups. Definition [J.Ambrosiewicz). We shall say that a p-group G has the property W if K ^ 0 implies K K <G, In [1] it was proved that all regular p-groups have this property. In [3] a unique group of the order 2^ was found which is not a W-group. This group is of the smallest order which doe3 not have the property W. The first theorem and example show that the above observations can be generalized. In the second theorem we prove that the class of W-groups of 2 exponent p is closed under .operation of direot product. The proof that this fact is not valid for different exponents will be given in a separate paper. We also prove two propositions concerning p-groups of the exponent not grater than p p . In the paper symbols and terminology are standard. Theorem 1.
If G is a p-group of the order less than then G has the property W. Proof.
Let G be a group satisfying the assumption of the tiieorem. If the order of G is less than p The following example shows that for eaoh odd prime p there exist a group of the order p p+^ which has not the property W.
Example. Let G be a group generated by elements aja^,a 2 ,...,ap which satisfy the following relations
The subgroup A generated by the elements a^,a 2 ,...,ap is abelian, its order is equal to p p+^ and [G : A | = p. Hence G is of the order p p+^.
We will show that G is generated by elements of the order p and i G. To this aim we need some calculations. By the relations (1) we have i.e. when ;ieB where B is the subgroup generated by the elements a 2» a 3»"» » a p» Similarly it can be proved by means of (1) not belong to K-jK^. Since a-j^p is of the order p", a^p cannot be expressed as a product of two elements of order p from A beoause A is abelian. If o(a n g.j) -o(a n g2) = p, then Sl, g2eB and (a n gl ) (a m g2) = a n+m (a" m gia m )g2 e A if and only if n + m==0(modp). But (a~mg1a m )g2 belongs to B. Thus a i 8 p^Ki K r
In the further part of the paper we consider only finite p-groups for p odd. Proposition 2.
If G is a p-group of exponent p n , where n<p, thon there exists i, 1<m<n, such that <K> = G. m Proof.
We proceed by induction on the order of G. If G is cyclic, then the proposition is clear. So we can assume that G is not cyclic. According to Burnside's basis theorem, there exi.st at least p + 1 maximal subgroups k }i p+1. Bach M^ is of exponent less than p p+1 and 
